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About This Game

In the year 1905, Albert Einstein published the theory of special relativity, suggesting that nothing could move faster than the
speed of light. What if any mortal could break that constant? Stretch it beyond its limits? Would human beings finally be able to

find a way to cheat death and win over immorality? Or is it Chaos that follows the manipulation of time and gravity?

Constant C is a 2D puzzle platformer with two core gameplay mechanics - Gravity Shifting and the Time Field. Using these two
mechanics in the game, the player controls the momentum of various objects to complete each level.

Dive into the world of Constant C, where rules of fundamental physics no longer apply. In a space station far away from Earth,
mysterious events have triggered the distortion of time. Journey through the game as a lone robot, who uncovers the truth behind

the incident step by step, and finds the purpose of his own creation.

Feature

Gravitational Shift + Control Time Flow = Momentum Manipulation

Over 100+ mind-twisting levels

2D skeletal animation with cute character designs

Created a unique futuristic, mysterious atmosphere with beautiful lightning
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Kickass soundtracks

Gameplay

Gravitational Shift

Momentum Manipulation
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Title: Constant C
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
International Games System, Co., LTD.
Publisher:
International Games System, Co., LTD.
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows XP

Processor: Intel Duo Core Processor or Up

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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when i play this game i just lags but when i play every game i have no lag but this game lag
. The problem with this game isn't the difficult levels. I do enjoy a challenge. However, the box's movement is quite difficult to
understand and a bit broken. This mixed with the awkward hitboxes of the spikes makes this game very frustrating.. The
gameplay is good but there is too many cheaters. Im very ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥, I rate this bad.. I don't understand what to do.. It
means that Im to smart!!. it does the thing. Pixel Art: 2/5 (Very basic)
Immersion: 1/5
Gameplay: 2/5 (Boring tower defense with only 3 levels)
Controls: 2/5
Value: 1/5 (Only 3 levels...Survival mode only on one map!)
Difficulty: 3/5
--------------
Overall 1.6 (Difficulty is always excluded)

In general I am not a big fan of tower defense...I wanted to give this a try and was looking forward to this one, as the advert
videos make it out to be action packed, but it is really mundane. Arena II is the only one that I enjoyed playing through.

I think this tower defense concept becomes boring quickly, especially in this implementation. The game is just very limited and
repetitive. In this case, I think that implementation is not one of the best!

ACHIEVEMENTS: Play through the 3 levels, upgrade things and at some point save all your money...Pretty doable, but boring
road to 100%, IMO.

DISCLAIMER: These are my opinions about the experience I had playing this game. I share them in hopes that people who are
like minded will either enjoy a suggested game, or avoid frustration wasting time and money on something I felt was a personal
waste. Please feel free to comment positively, but know that anything that trolls or is just simply negative comments will be
quickly deleted. The reality is, that my reviews are for people who do not own the game, not to initiate philosophical dialogue
about it. If you are passionate about this game, please feel free to share that in your own review. Funny nobody every trolls or
bashes a positive review on steam ;). Great game , I enjoyed playing it.. Frontlines: Fuel Of War
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,
provoking the audience with a good amount of modern day issues with a good amount of valid arguments that raises conscious
awareness

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $4.99 Or Less During Sale
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I guess the game is nice enough to pass the time, would just barely recommend it.

Got a free copy of the game from orlygift.com. I tried this in Skyrim VR and Fallout 4 VR, works excellent in both, really does
feel natural moving like this and it does help a lot with motion sickness.. 40 minutes into the DLC and already 60% done, very
colorful and pretty
Would recommend if you like more colors per image, animals and even if you're trying to 100% like I am.

Butterfly and Dragon are my favorites already.. I bought this game after reading a few positive reviews, after twenty minutes of
playing i regretted my decision.

This game, is buggy, poorly made, and has few expansive options for units and tech.

waste of money, not worth £10. As someone who has missed the bygone era of 3D platformers, I decided to give FreezeME a
whirl and fortunately, I wasn't disappointed.

FreezeME pays homage to Rare's classic platformer Banjo Kazooie and Nintendo's Super Mario 64 and Super Mario Galaxy so
people familiar with those series will feel at home with FreezeME. The worlds are big, bright and colorful with puzzles/tasks
spread across each of them. People who have played Super Mario 64 will be familiar with completing individual tasks and being
rewarded with a star for their troubles; it's the same premise with FreezeME but instead of stars, you're rewarded with golden
cubes. The scope of the worlds is impressive with individual planets (al a Super Mario Galaxy style) reached by launching R
from a cannon.

I was at first hesitant to make my purchase after reading other reviews and thoughts about the control system and mechanics.
Controlling R certainly feels "heavy" and not as fluid as controlling Mario in Super Mario 64. Jumping and landing can be
sporadic in places but controls, at least in my case, have began to grow on me and fortunately, it hasn't deterred my enjoyment
from the game. The camera work is also not as refined though still adaptable with free reign to adjust camera options and
predictability in the settings. I personally use an Xbox 360 controller's right stick to control the camera and hitting the "Y"
button to center the camera behind R when needed.

The soundtrack is very bright and colorful; I'm fondly reminded of Grant Kirkhope's Banjo Kazooie effort and Koji Kondo's
Super Mario 64 score. In no way does it grate on you and it's pleasant to listen to.

To conclude, FreezeMe is a good effort from an indie developer and while it certainly lacks the polish and fluid controls I had
come to expect from Nintendo and Rareware platformers, you can't go far wrong with FreezeME for its price-point.

7/10.. only I have the GT pack 1+2 but don't have vageta ss4?. Ever wondered what it'd be like to punch a bear? Me neither, but
this game answers that unasked question and after completing it I've come to a conclusion; I \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hate
bears. First off, things I dislike:
There's no way to turn off vibration for the controller.
The narrator becomes a bit old quite fast as you get to hear him after every race...and at the start of it ...and... (you can press
skip most of the time but still...)

The rest's so far very positive, handling reminds me quite a lot of Flatout 2, enough feeling while still being arcady. (The Crew
would be another game with similar feeling to it's handling)

Semi-automatic gearbox, absolutely love it, it's what I wish all racing games had as it lets someone like me use automatic while
also allowing for downshifting before a corner. (as the E-brake seems a bit odd it makes it even more beautiful)

Graphics are very nice and there are options enough to turn down in case you need to. (runs on the Unreal engine)

Worth a look if you like Flatout, this also has ramps and all that good stuff and you get points for drifting, jumping and such as
you do in Forza Horizon but it's pure racing so no driving to and from the different places, I like it quite a bit.

Edit after playing a lot more:
The "autocross" racing could do without the "spinny things", why not just show the green and red arrows? (in at least 50% of the
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cases you're going uphill or come through a corner so you won't see them any way...)
I'm also not huge on forced grinding and that's something, especially those races, has, optioons of getting stars without forcing
you to play thing you don't really like would be good.

The pricing is also something I do think's a bit too high, especially the DLC's have quite a whiff of Forza 5 odeur, it at least had
a season pass, this doesn't...

Don't get me wrong, I do like the game a lot but there are these nagging things that makes it hard to recommend as is...
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